My daughter loved the USC SHINE Viterbi experience, even during COVID. She was challenged every day.

SHINE is a unique opportunity for high school students to engage in virtual, immersive STEM research with a mentor, even during COVID.

Students join professors' research teams for authentic research and experiential learning, with one-on-one mentoring, in their choice of the range of cutting-edge engineering fields, from biomedicine to robotics. Like all USC research during COVID, SHINE provides both synchronous and asynchronous virtual research experience, builds a close-knit community of SHINE students for social and intellectual networking, and transforms good students into confident, capable contributors to high-impact research. Visit the website for project description and final posters.

Students need a GPA > 3.4 & ability to work independently.

SHINE Fee
$5,100 for early bird applications (3/26)
$5,250 for regular applications (4/23)

Scholarships available (apply 3/26)